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THE SPIRIT OF THE GAME

3

Rules can be written, but spirit
is part of culture that guides
interactions and may be discerned only when ignored or
violated.

FERTILE SOIL
Product organizations are built
and sustained on the moment by
moment interactions of the
people that collaborate to create
a product. Interaction qualities
both reflect and define
organization qualities.

When using Scrum the product
community must focus on
explicitly creating a culture in
the organization where people
know and follow the spirit of
Scrum.

Therefore: Demonstrate the
values of Commitment, Focus,
Openness, Respect and Courage in
your day to day behaviors and
interactions…
by Cesario Ramos

4

CONWAY’S LAW

5

Core competencies are a crucial
element of enterprise value
that cuts across organizational
boundaries.

Eﬀective communication and
feedback are at the heart of
eﬀective complex system
development, and you must
optimise for communication.

by Cesario Ramos

Therefore: Organize the work
force into Small Teams of more
or less 5 people, partitioned
according to the most
important concerns for the
creation of value by the
enterprise.
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER

by Cesario Ramos

Therefore: Create ad-hoc “birds
of a feather” groups for each
area of significant enterprise
core competency or
DEVELOPMENT TEAM interest,
where interested parties can
trade notes on technologies,
domain knowledge, and
processes…

7

SCRUM TEAM

8

Complex collaborative
development, such as
knowledge work, requires high
quality communication to be
eﬀective. The necessary timing,
frequency and duration of this
communication cannot be
predicted.

Many great VISIONs are beyond
the reach of solo eﬀorts, and to
achieve such a VISION you need
to build the complex product,
bring it to the market and
leverage feedback.

by Cesario Ramos
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by Cesario Ramos

Therfore: Form a team that has
the people who can make and
deliver the product, a PRODUCT
OWNER who guides product
direction and a
SCRUMMASTER who
facilitates learning.

SMALL TEAM

COLLOCATED TEAM

Therefore: Collocate the team
members, ideally in a room of
their own, within talking
distance.
by Cesario Ramos
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CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM

When there’s a ton of work
ahead, you are tempted to
throw the world at it. But it demands a high degree of shared
knowledge and coordination,
such as product design and
development. This kind of work
defies such an approach.

The SCRUM TEAM is not able to
operate autonomously because it
does not have all the skills
required to complete a complex
network of tasks. Depending on
skills from people outside the
team, the team cannot take
ownership for finishing their tasks.

Therefore: Use Small Teams of
people working on serialized
work rather the striving for
false parallelism.

Each Scrum Team should comprise
all talent necessary to deliver
DONE functionality.
by Cesario Ramos
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PRODUCT OWNER

12

One person needs to be
responsible for the PRODUCT
BACKLOG.

The PRODUCT OWNER has
more to do than a single person
can handle well.

Therefore: Get a Product Owner
to order the PRODUCT
BACKLOG and to take
responsibility for the vision of
the product, and for the value
that emanates from the
delivery of that vision.
by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore: Create a Product
Owner Team, led by the Chief
Product Owner, whose members
together carry out product
ownership.

by Cesario Ramos

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP

2

Partnerships are beautiful when they
work, but corporate and organizational
boundaries are often arbitrary with
respect to how the organizational units
develop products together.

by Cesario Ramos

PRODUCT OWNER TEAM

Therefore: Create a partnership between
clients and vendors that breaks down
walls between the organizations. The
initial agreement makes the rules of
engagement clear, and these rules should
include consideration for collocated
development, equitable risk sharing, and
ongoing adjustment to the definition of
the deliverable, …

THE MIST
Innovation has enjoyed its
greatest days as humankind
has come together in groups.

¨

by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore,
An individual, or a collective
mind of several individuals,
together create an
environment where the
necessary pre-work and
evaluation can establish the
primordial soup from which
Scrum teams emerge

19

SCRUMMASTER

93

Development Teams, Product
Owners or organizations cannot
get the benefits from Scrum
without deep understanding and
application of its principles and
values.

The team works to
contribute to overall value,
but short-term thinking
leads to improving just the
small things.

Therefore: Introduce a
ScrumMaster that guides and
leads the Product Owner,
Development Team and broader
organization in understanding the
Scrum framework, its principles
and values.
by Cesario Ramos

42

Therefore, let the Vision
direct the team’s attention
to the greater scope.
by Cesario Ramos

SET BASED DESIGN

75

There are many possible
solutions to a complex
problem. It is often
impossible to predict which
is best.

PRODUCTION EPISODE
The best work gets done in
the most eﬃcient way when
team members can carry out
planned work together
without distractions.

Therefore: develop many
options in parallel, fixing
only the critical
constraints up front.
by Cesario Ramos

GREATEST VALUE

Compartmentalize all
market-facing product
realization work in a
timeboxed interval, with
participation limited to the
DEVELOPMENT TEAM.
by Cesario Ramos
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INVOLVE THE MANAGERS

One should grow a SCRUM
TEAM in an incremental,
piecemeal fashion, but
eventually the team just
becomes too large to remain
eﬃcient.

Therefore: Sustain a management
function that can act from a position of
power to initiate, and take responsibility
for, radical changes in the organization,
and deal with impediments that may be
too weighty for the SCRUMMASTER or
PRODUCT OWNER in the SCRUM TEAM.

Therefore: Diﬀerentiate a single
large DEVELOPMENT TEAM
into two small teams after it
gradually grows to the point of
ineﬃciency — about 7 people in
the old team.
by Cesario Ramos

META SCRUM

38

SCRUM TEAMs are in place, but
direction (or the threat of
interference) from legacy
management structures causes
confusion about the locus of
control over product content and
direction.

PRODUCT PRIDE
Team members need to
know their work matters
and to have a say in how it’s
done.

¨
Therefore: Create a MetaScrum
as a forum where the entire
enterprise can align behind the
PRODUCT OWNER' backlogs at
every level that Scrum is applied in
the organization.
by Cesario Ramos

MITOSIS

There are no managers in the Scrum
framework. So managers in an agile
transformation have diﬃculty finding an
outlet for their contribution ex- cept as
an otherwise undiﬀerentiated support
role.

by Cesario Ramos

37

18

by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore: Create a climate
that enables Autonomy,
Mastery and Purpose.

20

OYATSU JINJA

21

Interruptions take focus
away from product
development.

Scrum depends on second-bysecond feedback, and sometimes
the other person in a critical
conversation is out-of-reach.

Therefore, create a snack
shrine (Oyatsu Jinja) with
snacks and drinks, where
requests from the rest of
the organization can be
addressed without
interrupting the team.
by Cesario Ramos

77

Therefore: Issue a red cellular
phone, with its own number, to
each critical staﬀ member, that is
to be used only in critical
situations to reach these key
players. Likely targets for such a
phone include the PO and the
ScrumMaster.
by Cesario Ramos

FOLLOW THE MOON
Every culture has rhythms,
such as holidays, that have
nothing to do with the
Gregorian calendar, yet
most business cycles are
based on the latter

80

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
Where there’s a mess you
lose time and energy finding
where and what to start
on.

¨

Therefore, define Sprints
with beginning and ending
boundaries on the New Moon
and the Full Moon
by Cesario Ramos

SMALL RED PHONE

by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore: Maintain a
completely clean product
and work environment
continuously or at the end
of each day.

30

by Cesario Ramos

14

SCRUMMASTER INCOGNITO

22

At the Daily Scrum, the
Development Team members
address
the ScrumMaster instead of
discussing issues with each
other.

The ScrumMaster is
sometimes the source of the
Scrum Team’s problems, or
might not be performing up to
par, or otherwise simply wants
to improve.

Therefore:
As the feedback loop on the
Scrum process it is the
ScrumMaster’s job to ensure
the team takes ownership of
the Daily Scrum.

Therefore: The ScrumMaster
should periodically seek
opportunities for reflection and
growth with a sparring partner
or coach.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

by Cesario Ramos

15

STABLE TEAMS
Stakeholders are happiest with
teams who can meet their
expectations in a timely
fashion, so the team wants to
do what is necessary to reduce
variance in its predictions.

Many great endeavors cannot
achieve excellence through
individual eﬀort alone, and the
greatest power in production
comes from teamwork.
Therefore: Building on Stable
Teams, create a Development
Team that rallies around a product
inspired by the Product Owner’s
Vision, to deliver successive
increments of that product
through the value stream to its
end users.
by Cesario Ramos

SCRUM(MASTER) COACH

by Cesario Ramos

Therefore: Keep teams stable
and avoid shuﬄing people
around between teams. Stable
teams tend to get to know
their capacity, which makes it
possible to have some
predictability.

16

AUTONOMOUS TEAM

17

There is no one way to
structure a team or work
that is correct for all
situations and all work.

When it comes to policies and
procedures, one size does not fit
all. Diﬀerent teams have diﬀerent
people and dynamics unique to
themselves.
Therefore: The Scrum Team makes
its decisions free from external
control, and while it is an open
system attentive to external
considerations, it charts its own
direction according to its pursuit
of value…
by Cesario Ramos

76

by Cesario Ramos

DEVELOPER-ORDERED WORK

25

The Scrum team commits
to a Sprint Goal, and there
are multiple ways to
achieve it.

Therefore: The
DEVELOPMENT TEAM
organizes itself to get its
work DONE. The
DEVELOPMENT TEAM is
solely responsible for how
it does its work.

SWARMING
Working on too many things
at once reduces velocity
and the quality of work.
Therefore, have the whole
Development Team work
together on one Product
Backlog Item at a time.

Therefore: Therefore, let
the developers decide the
best ordering of the work in
the Sprint Backlog to
achieve the Sprint Goal.
by Cesario Ramos

SELF-ORGANISING TEAMS

by Cesario Ramos
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KAIZEN PULSE

90

Product success needs a
crisp market identity, but a
growing product with
divergent features dilutes
the focus of a single Scrum
Team.

Because it takes time to
establish a statistically
sound baseline, it's diﬃcult
to show improvement from
minute to minute, hour to
hour, or even from Sprint to
Sprint

by Cesario Ramos

27

Therefore: Alternate periods
of controlled velocity with
spikes of process
improvement
by Cesario Ramos

REMOVE THE SHADE

28

Your team depends on a hero who
doesn’t want to, or who doesn’t
have time for Developing in Pairs or
Apprenticeship, but as the
ScrumMaster you want all your
team members to perform
optimally according to their
abilities.

Therefore: Split a large
product, and its Value
Stream, into multiple Value
Streams, each with its own
Product Backlog and Product
Owner.

POP THE HAPPY BUBBLE
If teams get complacent
when things go well,
then burst the team's
bubble by making them
confront their deficiencies.

Therefore: Remove the hero from
the team so the rest of the team
can grow like flowers getting light
after a big tree that fell in the
storm.
by Cesario Ramos

VALUE STREAM FORK

by Cesario Ramos
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ORGANISATIONAL SPRINT

92

Only a small minority of
Scrum teams achieve the
hyperproductive state. This
is because most teams fail to
identify and remove
impediments.

The SCRUM TEAM and the rest of
the organization are out of step,
causing either waiting time or
SPRINT interruptions.
Therefore: Synchronize the
rhythms of the SCRUM TEAM'
SPRINTs and the rhythms of the
surrounding organization. Let the
organization as a whole follow a
monthly rhythm that can
harmonize flow for team' SPRINTs,
as well as for the financial rhythm
of the business.
by Cesario Ramos

31

by Cesario Ramos

by Cesario Ramos

NORMS OF CONDUCT

SCRUMMING THE SCRUM

32

Therefore: Identify the single
most important impediment
at the SPRINT
RETROSPECTIVE and remove
it before the end of the next
SPRINT.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE

A SCRUM TEAM benefits from
a common agreement among its
members about what they
aspire to become, how they will
make decisions, how they will
provide feedback to each other,
and what they collectively value

Problems arise in the middle of a
SPRINT due to emergent
requirements or unanticipated
changes. By mid-SPRINT it may be
obvious that the SPRINT
BACKLOG cannot be completed
successfully.

Therefore: The SCRUM TEAM
agrees to norms of conduct
(expectations about
acceptable behaviors) to enable
it to grow into high
performance.

Therefore: When high on the
burndown try a technique used
routinely by pilots. When bad
things happen, execute the
emergency procedure designed
specifically for the problem.
by Cesario Ramos
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ORGANISATIONAL SPRINT

29

The SCRUM TEAM and the rest of
the organization are out of step,
causing either waiting time or
SPRINT interruptions.
Therefore: Synchronize the
rhythms of the SCRUM TEAM'
SPRINTs and the rhythms of the
surrounding organization. Let the
organization as a whole follow a
monthly rhythm that can
harmonize flow for team' SPRINTs,
as well as for the financial rhythm
of the business.
by Cesario Ramos

33 ILLEGITIMUS NON INTERRUPTUS

The team makes progress in a
Sprint by finishing Sprint
Backlog Items, but given the
complexity of the work, the
characteristics, size and
quantity of tasks change
frequently — sometimes
minute by minute.

by Cesario Ramos

34

Therefore: Have a short event
every day to replan the Sprint,
to optimize the chances first of
meeting the Sprint Goal …

SCRUM OF SCRUMS
When multiple teams work
independently of each other they
tend to focus myopically on their
own concerns and lose sight of any
common goals.

Scrum teams are often
interrupted during a Sprint
by changing priorities or
problems in the field.

Therefore: Give the right and the
responsibility to collaborate on
delivering common goals identified
by the PRODUCT OWNER to the
DEVELOPMENT TEAMs
themselves. Permit the teams to
figure out the best way to
coordinate their eﬀorts.

Therefore: Explicitly allot
time for interrupts and do
not allow the time to be
exceeded.
by Cesario Ramos

DAILY SCRUM

by Cesario Ramos
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VISION

40

Team members often run into
problems that hinder their
progress. Fixing them at the
mo- ment may not be possible,
practical, and/or in the best
interest of the organization or
team.

People thrive within
constraints that channel their
creativity and work towards a
common good,

by Cesario Ramos

41

Therefore: The individual who
embodies the passion for this
new product eﬀort takes on the
role of Product Owner, around
whom stakeholders and
potential future coworkers rally
to articulate and together to
define and refine a Vision

VALUE STREAM

Therefore: Make the issues
visible with an Impediment List;
raise them up to the right
people in the organization for
resolution.
by Cesario Ramos

56

The development process and
the path from conception to
market are as important to
product success as the
product idea itself.

INFORMATION RADIATOR
Without valuable and timely
information, the
organization dies.
Therefore: Collaboratively
maintain physical artifacts
that keep information
visible to all stakeholders.

Therefore: The Product Owner
creates an ecosystem whose
elements build on each other
to deliver ever-increasing
value in an evolving product.
by Cesario Ramos

IMPEDIMENT LIST

by Cesario Ramos

43

SPRINT BURNDOWN CHART

44

There is a danger that the team
collectively will lose sight of its
construc- tion and
development goals. It needs to
synchronize its eﬀorts
constantly, so as to inspect
and adapt the plan as required.

It is important that team
members have timely access to
information about their
progress towards meeting
their forecast, so that they can
pivot immediately if necessary.
Therefore: Create a graph that
plots estimated work remaining
in the SPRINT against the
amount of time remaining in the
time box.
by Cesario Ramos
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by Cesario Ramos

¨
by Cesario Ramos

PRODUCT ROADMAP

SCRUM BOARD

48

Therefore: Create a Scrum
Board that represents the
SPRINT BACKLOG and its
evolution during the SPRINT. As
such it is owned and controlled
by the team.

RELEASE PLAN

The PRODUCT OWNER is
confident about a general product
direction and destination. Even so,
there are many paths to reach a
given market position, level of
profitability…

The PRODUCT OWNER needs to be
able to communicate to
stakeholders when the next
release is coming out and which
PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEMs the
release has.

Therefore: Create a Product
Roadmap as a focal point to
reflect the overall VISION and to
drive the PRODUCT BACKLOG. The
Roadmap presents options in two
dimensions …

Therefore: Create an initial
PRODUCT BACKLOG together
with the DEVELOPMENT TEAMs
that communicates by which
sequence of Increments you plan
to realize the VISION and maximize
value.

by Cesario Ramos
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RELEASE RANGE

50

Stakeholders (e.g. managers or
customers) tend to treat any
single delivery date as definitive, and they tend to treat
definitive feature lists as
commitments.
Therefore: Make pessimistic
and optimistic estimates for
release dates based on
PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEM
estimates and a range of
historic team velocities.
by Cesario Ramos

51

The Product Backlog needs
some order to drive the
order of delivery.
Therefore, Order PBIs in a
way that generates the
largest long-term ROI.
¨
by Cesario Ramos

HIGH VALUE FIRST

52

One in the hand is worth
two in the bush, and shortterm developments should
deliver value as early as
possible.

CHANGE FOR FREE
Scrum team wants to respond
to new client requirements
while avoiding scope creep.
Therefore, Oﬀer clients the
option of exchanging an
emergent require- ment for any
existing PBI of equal (or lower)
value to them, as long as the
development cost of the new
item is no more than the cost of
the original.

Therefore: Build the high
value, most essential,
PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEMs
first. When the value curve
and the cost curve cross,
cancel the project.
by Cesario Ramos

ROI-ORDERED BACKLOG

by Cesario Ramos
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MONEY FOR NOTHING

54

At any given time, it is
important that everyone
agrees to what needs to be
delivered next, and that the
agreement be made
transparent.

It doesn’t make sense to
spend time developing
increments that cost more
than they’re worth.
Therefore: Stop
development when the cost
of continuing exceeds the
benefit that the client
enterprise will receive from
the development.
by Cesario Ramos

55

by Cesario Ramos

PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEMS

57

The Product Backlog is
composed of large,
monolithic parts, that
impose unnecessary risk.

Therefore: Create a single
ordered list called the
Product Backlog — a list of
Product Increment
contributions arranged in
delivery order.

PIGS ESTIMATE
The teams’ estimates should
be grounded in reality and not
based on wrong assumptions
or wishful thinking.

Therefore, create distinct
specifications of changes
and additions to the
product, called Product
Backlog Items.
by Cesario Ramos

PRODUCT BACKLOG

Therefore: Let the people who
are committed to do the
actual work do the
estimation. In the Scrum
sense it is pigs that
estimate — not chickens.
by Cesario Ramos
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SMALL ITEMS

Small Items are easiest to
estimate, but breaking down
work items is a lot of work in
itself.

Therefore: Have small
items that are steps to
deliver the big ideas, where
each small items is easily
understood and can be
completed by the
Development Team.

Therefore: Break down the
earliest PBIs into Small Items
of half a Sprint or less of work
for an individual for each one.
Later PBIs should be broken
down such that their size is
proportional to their depth in
the backlog…

by Cesario Ramos

ESTIMATION POINTS

61

It is important to easily make
estimates that are reliable
enough to confidently forecast
the amount of work that can be
completed in a Sprint.

by Cesario Ramos

GRANULARITY GRADIENT

Big ideas are great to have
but the devil is in the
detail.

by Cesario Ramos

60

59

Therefore: Use unit-less
numbers for eﬀort estimation.
Use relative estimation,
starting with a widelyunderstood and simple work
item whose eﬀort in Estimation
Points can be used as a baseline
for the rest.

FIXED-DATE PBI
Sometimes a PBI is blocked by
external dependencies. Some
things happen on their own time,
and the best-laid plans of mice and
men often go astray.
Therefore: Move the PBI blocked by
external dependencies to a
position where it is expected to be
ready for selection for a Sprint.
PBIs that are dependent on it
should fall below it in the Product
Backlog.

by Cesario Ramos
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VACATION PBI

63

ENABLING SPECIFICATION

Vacation and other planned times
oﬀ are usually honored under most
corporate value systems, but
they don’t create market value in
the same way that product
increments do.

Unexplored requirements
cause unpleasant
surprises.

Therefore: Track planned
Development Team member
absences as PBIs. Let the team
estimate the cost of the PBI
depending on the specifics of the
absence and of the Sprint in which
it will occur.
by Cesario Ramos

64

¨

Therefore: The Product
Owner should deliver
enabling specifications as a
sign that he or she has
done due diligence in
exploring the requirements
space.

by Cesario Ramos

REFINED PRODUCT BACKLOG

65

In an agile setting, the enterprise
must be poised to quickly activate
programs on work that is ripe for
reaping value, and should avoid
working too far ahead.
Therefore the team should meet
regularly to ensure the Product
Backlog is properly ordered,
suitably broken down, and that
Product Backlog Items are
properly estimated by those who
will eventually do the work.
by Cesario Ramos
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DEFINITION OF READY
If work items are not precisely
understood, development eﬀort
(and time) tend to balloon,
which in turn cause
the Sprint to not reach the
Sprint Goal or to not deliver the
expected outcome.
Therefore: Create an objective
“Ready” standard before a PBI
is placed in a sprint. i.e.
estimated, testable, small
items, discussed, has customer
value.

23

FIXED WORK

24

A Sprint should produce a
Potentially Shippable Product
Increment. Yet simply pulling PBIs
oﬀ the top of the Product Backlog
does not necessarily result in
work that fits into the Sprint’s
time box to produce the product
increment.

All work must be accounted for if
the Product Owner is to use team
velocity for release planning, yet
not all development work can be
time-boxed
Therefore: Divide all Developer
tasks into those that can be
estimated and those that cannot
In each Sprint, plan to work on just
enough estimated tasks to fill the
Production Episode time box.
by Cesario Ramos

66

Therefore:
At the beginning of every Sprint
the Scrum Team meets to plan
how they will create value during
the Sprint.
by Cesario Ramos

YESTERDAY’S WEATHER

67

It's human nature that
individuals and teams with selfesteem set increasingly higher
goals for themselves.

RUNNING AVERAGE VELOCITY
You want the velocity to
reflect the team’s current
capacity, but it takes time
for the velocity to stabilize
after a change.

Therefore: In most cases, the
number of Estimation Points
completed in the last Sprint is
the most reliable predictor of
how many Estimation Points
will be completed in the next
Sprint.
by Cesario Ramos

SPRINT PLANNING

Therefore: Use a running
average of the most recent
Sprints to calculate the
velocity of the next Sprint.
by Cesario Ramos
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AGGREGATE VELOCITY

70

You need to know the development
velocity to establish release
schedules and to estimate
delivery ranges for PBIs. In a
single-team Scrum you can use
that team's velocity, but what do
you do in a multi-team Scrum?

by Cesario Ramos

69

Therefore: have all teams
estimate all PBIs together, to
extend the scope of consensus to
all Developers. The estimation
should be derived from the
aggregate velocity of all teams
together.

SPECIALIZED VELOCITIES

An average of recent past
velocities isn’t necessarily
a predictable velocity.
Therefore: Update the
velocity only if a new level is
sustained for the past
three Sprints.
by Cesario Ramos

71

It is diﬃcult and wasteful for
a team to estimate PBIs
outside its line of
specialization.

SPRINT GOAL
The objective of a SPRINT is to
deliver value to the stakeholders.
However, simply following a list of
SBIs (e.g., tasks) does not
necessarily result in the creation
of the greatest value possible.

Therefore: Each specialized
team estimates and
develops items within its
realm of specialization. These
estimates are informed as
necessary by input from
other PBI stakeholders.
by Cesario Ramos

UPDATED VELOCITY

Therefore: The SCRUM TEAM
commits to a short statement of
the value that they intend to
create during the SPRINT. This
becomes the focus of all work in
the SPRINT.
by Cesario Ramos
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SPRINT BACKLOG

A PRODUCT BACKLOG
ITEM (PBI) does not define
how to arrive at a solution
or implementation, or how
to deploy the solution.

Therefore: Create a work plan
for everything that needs to be
accomplished in order to
complete the
SPRINT GOAL.

Therefore: Break down
PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEMs
into work items and
assemble them into a plan
called a SPRINT BACKLOG.

¨
by Cesario Ramos

TEAMS THAT FINISH EARLY ACCELERATE FASTER

46

Teams often take too much
work into a SPRINT and
cannot finish it. Failure to
attain the SPRINT GOAL
prevents the team from
improving.

SPRINT
The most fundamental
human processes build on
cadence.
Therefore: Organize
development around
recurring, frequent, fixedlength time boxed intervals
called Sprints.

Therefore: Take less work
into a SPRINT (than the
previous SPRINT) to aim
for a less ambitious
SPRINT GOAL.
by Cesario Ramos

SPRINT BACKLOG ITEM

In order to manage its progress
during the SPRINT, the
DEVELOPMENT TEAM needs to
have a clear understanding of
work remaining to achieve the
SPRINT GOAL.

by Cesario Ramos

74

73

by Cesario Ramos
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VISIBLE STATUS

79

DEPENDENCIES FIRST
If critical dependencies
remain halfway through the
SPRINT and more are being
discovered, you risk failing
the SPRINT.

Without a frame of
reference you can
unknowingly drift.
Therefore: Create a status
overview that demands
action when outside
acceptable tolerance.

Therefore: Make sure that
all known dependencies are
under control by midSPRINT.
by Cesario Ramos

89

VALUE AREAS

81

When the customer segments
cannot be separated into
separate products, then you
often find that the necessary
deep understanding of all those
customer segments cannot be
maintained within a single SCRUM
TEAM in a timely manner.

by Cesario Ramos

Thereore: Scale your product
along Value Areas. A Value Area is
a valuable product part that addresses the needs of a customer
segment and cannot be separated
out of the product.

WHACK THE MOLE
There is always a tension
between advancing product
functionality and raising
product quality.
Therefore: Immediately resolve
product problems, big and
small, as they arise. Fixing a
product that is broken or does
the wrong thing should be
considered a higher priority
than enhancing delivered
functionality.

by Cesario Ramos
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PRODUCT WAKE

Stakeholder feedback is crucial to
agile development and to ongoing
improvement and growth of the
product, but it may be costly and
risky to ship every release to the
whole market.

Therefore: Therefore: At the end of
its life, give a product a decent
burial. Bring development eﬀorts
to closure with finality and dignity.
Keep everything transparent so
that the demise unfolds in line
with stakeholders’ expectations.

Therefore: Identify a gradient of
markets for releases, ranging
from beta testers to full public
release, and release every SPRINT
to some constituency suitable to
the product increment maturity
and to market conditions.

¨
by Cesario Ramos

DEFINITION OF DONE

83

Each team member may have a
diﬀerent understanding of “work
completed” for the team’s
deliverables.

by Cesario Ramos

RELEASE STAGING LAYERS

Killing oﬀ products is often what
organizations are worst at. Few
living things are immor- tal, and
the cycles of nature ultimately
bring great works back to the
dust from which they arose.

by Cesario Ramos
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86

Therefore: All work done by the
SCRUM TEAM must adhere to
criteria, agreed between DEVELOPERS and the PRODUCT
OWNER, which collectively are
called the Definition of Done. Done
means that the DEVELOPMENT
TEAM has verified that there is no
known remaining work with
respect to these criteria.

TEAM SPRINT
PBIs that the team comes up with
might have lower ROI and never make
it into the SPRINT as new higher ROI
items are constantly pouring in from
the other stake- holders. Team gets
frustrated as their PBIs won’t ever
make it into a SPRINT.

by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore: The PRODUCT OWNER
organizes a Team Sprint every 5th or
10th SPRINT or as best suits the
organization. In this SPRINT, the
DEVELOPMENT TEAM can choose
whatever PBIs they want to include in
the SPRINT.

85 REGULAR PRODUCT INCREMENT
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RESPONSIVE DEPLOYMENT
Working in rhythm is good, but
so is smoothing out flow
(elimination of mura), and
reducing the inventory of items
waiting to be delivered to the
market.

It is often very diﬃcult to validate if the
team has created value in every SPRINT.
However, the PRODUCT OWNER wants to
be sure that the product increases value,
SPRINT after SPRINT.
Therefore: Every Sprint the SCRUM
TEAM creates a Product Increment that
is DONE, usable and potentially
releasable. The Product Increment is
used to validate if the value has
increased and helps to create
understanding about the product, thus
reducing potential risks.
by Cesario Ramos
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Therefore: Release selected
PRODUCT BACKLOG ITEMs to
the market as they become
DONE and are approved by the
PRODUCT OWNER in the course
of the PRODUCTION EPISODE.
by Cesario Ramos

SPRINT REVIEW

36

There must be closure on the
state of a product after
development is over, and having
completed a checklist of
anticipated outcomes doesn’t
alone ensure that the product has
come as far as necessary…

SPRINT RETROSPECTIVE
Over time, without explicit
attention, processes and
discipline tend to decay. People
get sloppy. Making isolated
process changes without due
focus feeds entropy, but without
periodic change the team misses
opportunities to increase value

Therefore: End with an event to
assess the status of the product
and to learn about end user needs,
risks, opportunities, problems and
likely completion dates…
by Cesario Ramos

¨

Therefore: At the end of each
Sprint have an event where the
Scrum Team can assess how it did
its work during the Sprint.
by Cesario Ramos
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TESTABLE IMPROVEMENTS

88

Self-improvement eﬀorts are
typically abstract platitudes. If a
planned change is followed by a
performance boost, it may simply be
coincidental.

by Cesario Ramos

91

Therefore: Write improvement plans
in terms of specific concrete actions
(not goals) that can be objectively
measured as to whether the desired
action is being done. First measure to
see if the team is following the
planned action. Second, measure the
change in performance to evaluate
whether the kaizen had the desired
results.

If you change multiple things at
once, it’s hard to know which
one led to an improvement.
Therefore: Therefore: Attempt
one improvement at a time,
incrementally. “Improvement”
can be a change to the product
itself, or to the assembly line
and tools, to the team’s
development, or to the
development process.
by Cesario Ramos

HAPPINESS METRIC
In reflection and other self-improvement
activities, there are generally many ideas
for improvement. But you often don’t
know in advance which improvement
activities will produce great benefits, and
which will not.

by Cesario Ramos

ONE STEP AT A TIME

Therefore: Drive the improvement
process with a single, small improvement
at a time, chosen through team
consensus. Pose a question to the team
that helps them reflect on which of the
alternatives on the table will best tap
into their collective passion, and use the
answer to choose the kaizen that will
most energize the team.
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